
Surgery for Temporomandibular disorders (TMD) 

Surgery for (TMD) is not often required.  An initial phase of conservative management (see 

information sheet) is frequently sufficient to ameliorate symptoms in around 80% of 

patients.  In the remainder a significant number will have muscle related pain and should be 

managed with either muscle relaxant medication, botulinum injections (see botulinum in 

TMD) or physiotherapy. Where the pain is located over the joint and is worse on function 

surgical intervention may be needed.   

The indications for TMJ surgery are pain, restricted mouth opening and locking which have 

not responded to a period of conservative management.  Early surgical intervention may be 

considered with acute severe restriction of opening (acute locking).  A simple click with 

minimal pain and no locking is not an indication for intervention. 

First line surgery should be as minimally invasive as possible.  Arthroscopy (examination of 

the joint with a small camera) and arthrocentesis (washout of the joint under pressure) is 

frequently indicated and in my hands relieves symptoms in around 80% of patients.  In those 

where this doesn't help, a diagnosis of what is going on inside the joint can be made more 

accurately with arthroscopy than with MRI and will enable planning for further treatment. 

(see arthroscopy patient information leaflet and arthroscopy article) 

Where arthroscopy is not successful and abnormalities were found inside the joint then 

surgery to open the joint via a cut in front of the ear may be necessary.  This surgery may 

involve reshaping the joint surfaces or removing or repositioning the cartilage disc inside the 

joint, depending on what is going on inside the joint.  This type of surgery is tailored to suit 

each individual patient and should not be one intervention for whatever is going on, as has 

been practiced in the past and is often suggested by a general maxillofacial surgeon without 

particular specialisation in TMD management.  This type of intervention takes longer to 

recover from and results may not be apparent for a few months.  (see patient information 

sheet on Open TMJ Surgery). My audited success rate for this surgery following failed 

arthroscopy is 78%. 

Mobilisation of the joint following both of these types of surgery is essential to improve 

outcomes and this can be facilitated in combination with appropriate physiotherapy from a 

specialist registered with the ACPTMD group of specialist TMJ physiotherapists. 

Patients who fail to recover following open surgery may require alloplastic TMJ 

replacement.  There are only about 8 surgeons in the UK who regularly carry out TMJ 

replacement and Mr Sidebottom has performed the most of these in Europe.   

  

  

 


